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Abstract. We describe our implementation of an algorithm to maintain the connected components and the biconnected components of a graph where vertex and edge insertions are allowed. Algorithms for this problem can be applied to task decomposition in engineering design. Connected components are maintained using a disjoint set data structure and the biconnected components are maintained by a block forest. We implemented an incremental biconnectivity algorithm presented in Westbrook and Tarjan [8] which runs in $O(n \log n + m)$ time, where $n$ is the number of vertices and $m$ is the number of operations. However, the algorithm in [8] does not address the issue of deletions in disjoint sets, which seem to be needed in order to implement the algorithm correctly. Hence we develop the concepts of dynamic holes and static holes to support variations of the standard disjoint set structure that allow the deletion of certain elements. We present four different implementations of the incremental biconnectivity algorithm which utilize these variants of the standard disjoint set structure, and analyze their performance. We present extensive timing information for each of these implementations.

1. Introduction

An incremental graph algorithm is an algorithm that maintains certain graph properties while new vertices and edges are inserted into the graph. In this paper, we consider incremental graph algorithms that maintain graph connectivity and biconnectivity information. The partitions of a graph $G$ according to these properties are called its connected components and biconnected components, respectively. Two vertices are in the same connected component of $G$ if and only if there is a path connecting them. A biconnected component is a maximal subgraph of $G$ where after the removal of any one vertex, the subgraph is still connected. Hence the biconnected components within a connected component are connected by vertices whose removal disconnect the connected component. These vertices lie in more than one biconnected components and are called cut-vertices.

Incremental graph algorithms that maintain connectivity and biconnectivity can be applied to task decomposition in engineering design. The need for maintaining biconnectivity incrementally also comes up in problems relating to networks, CAD/CAM, and distributed computing [8].

In this paper, we describe an incremental biconnectivity implementation design that uses an algorithm presented in Westbrook and Tarjan [8] which runs in $O(n \log n + m)$ time, where $n$ is the number of vertices and $m$ is the number of operations. In order to implement the algorithm, we found the need to delete certain elements from disjoint sets. This issue is not addressed in [8], however. Hence we developed the concepts of dynamic holes and static holes to support variations of the standard disjoint set structure that allow the deletion of certain elements. These variants of the standard disjoint set structure are used to maintain the connected components and enables efficient block tree operations in the block forest.

Westbrook and Tarjan [8] also describe another algorithm that uses dynamic trees to maintain the block forest, which runs in $O(m \alpha(m, n))$ time. For the data sets we consider, the first algorithm is likely to be faster in practice due to a smaller constant factor in the running time. Hence it is the one that we describe in this paper.

Throughout this paper, $n$ refers to the total number of vertices created; $m$ refers to the total number of operations (new_vertex, insert_edge, and find_block); $k$ refers to the total number of find and merge operations performed on disjoint sets. In Section 2, we describe the standard version
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and a modified version of the disjoint set data structure and the basic block tree data structure. In Sections 3 through 6, we present four implementations of incremental biconnectivity, utilizing the two versions of disjoint set data structure and the concepts of dynamic and static holes. In Section 7, we present the experimental evaluation of the four implementations described in previous four sections. Finally, we conclude the paper with some remarks in Section 8.

2. Basic Data Structures for Connected Components and Block Tree

In this section, we describe two basic data structures used in our implementations, the standard disjoint set and block tree data structures. We also present the concept of a dynamic hole and describe how it is used in a modified version of the disjoint set data structure to allow deletions.

The basic data structure for connected components is the disjoint set. The data structure for biconnected components is a data structure called block tree. In block tree data structure, we need a disjoint set data structure that allows deletions.

In Section 2.1, we present the standard disjoint set data structure, the definition of dynamic holes, and a modified version of the disjoint set data structure which allows deletions. In Section 2.2, we give an overview of the data structure for the block tree. Later, in Section 5, we define static holes and a modified disjoint set data structure that supports deletions using static holes.

2.1 Disjoint Set Data Structure

Disjoint sets are used to maintain both connected components and the children of nodes in the block forest in our implementation. We first present the standard disjoint set structure which supports find and merge operations [6]. Then we present a variation of the disjoint set data structure that allows selective deletion of elements.

2.1.1 Standard Disjoint Set Structure

A disjoint set structure is a group of $x$ objects such that each of them is a member of exactly one set at any given time. Each set has a unique label which identifies it. Initially the $x$ objects are in $x$ different sets, each containing exactly one object. In order to handle set unions, we represent each disjoint set using a tree, where each node in the tree represents a distinct object. The trees are bottom-up trees, which means each node knows its parent but not its children. If a node's parent pointer points to itself, it is the root of that tree. The root of each tree also serves as the label of the set that particular tree represents.

The standard disjoint set structure supports the following operations:

Figure 1. Disjoint set structure
• given some object, we find which set contains it, and return the label of set;
• given two different labels, we merge the contents of the two corresponding sets, and choose a
label for the combined set.

To support these operations as well as some customized features needed by the usage, each object in the disjoint set structure must have the following fields:

• parent: a pointer to the parent of the node in forest representation.
• rank or size: rank is an upper bound on the height of the current tree, whereas size is the
number of elements in the tree.

It is interesting to note that the use of either size or rank along with path compression
yields an optimal running time of $O(k \alpha(k, n))$ for $k$ find and merge operations on sets with a total of
$n$ elements [7]. We show in Lemma 2 that size must be used for block tree evasion.

The following functions are supported as the encapsulation of the disjoint set data
structure (see Figure 1):

ds_new(): create a new object as the root node and the only node of a new tree with size of one,
return the object.
ds_find(obj): trace for the root of obj in its tree, then relink obj and all of its ancestors to point
to the root if they don't point to it already, return the root as the label of the set.
ds_merge(obj1, obj2): if one of the two inputs is an empty set, return the other one, otherwise
both obj1 and obj2 must be roots in their corresponding trees. If the two trees have the
same size, let any one of the two point to the other, which will be the root of the combined
tree. If the two trees differ in size, let the one with smaller size point to the one with larger
size, which will be the new root. The size of the combined tree is obj1.size+obj2.size.
Return the combined set/tree.

Although the work done by find to relink elements to point to the root seems excessive, it
has been proven that the work done reduces the cost of future find operations [6]. In addition, the
use of size to merge trees bounds the height of the tree to $\log x$, where $x$ is the number of elements in
the set. Thus, the path compression performed by the find operation and the use of size for merging
two disjoint set trees allows a running time of $O(k \alpha(k, x))$ as described in [6].

2.1.2 Dynamic holes in the Disjoint Set Data Structure

In order to manipulate the children sets of nodes in our block forest, we need to both merge
two sets together, as well as delete certain elements in a given set efficiently. The disjoint set data
structure was chosen to allow fast merging. In order to quickly delete elements from the disjoint
set data structure, we developed the concept of dynamic holes.

\[ \text{Figure 2. Additional fields} \]

A dynamic hole is a node in a tree in the disjoint set data structure which does not
represent any element of the set. Its only purpose is to maintain the internal tree structure of the
disjoint set data structure. If we do not use such nodes, in order to delete an element in the
disjoint set structure we would have to relink all of the children of that element, which would often
be a very expensive operation. We describe the deletion process in the following section.
2.1.3 Disjoint Set Structure that allows Deletions

We need a disjoint set data structure that allows deletions in order to maintain the children sets in the block tree data structure. This modified disjoint set data structure is maintained even when a node is removed from the set since the elements act as virtual copies of the actual nodes. It is this abstraction that makes the existence of the dynamic holes, and thus their future use, possible.

Using the above representation, we delete a child c from a children set of a node v by making c → element_ptr point elsewhere. The element in the children set of v that used to represent c is now a dynamic hole, since it no longer represents any child node of v (see Figure 3). We may reuse this dynamic hole when another node is to be added to the children set of v, so that the sizes of the disjoint sets are kept small enough to preserve the time bounds (see Lemma 3). These dynamic holes are not removed, since they do not affect the asymptotic running time of the algorithm and their removal could be very time consuming.

Since we will use disjoint set structure extensively in this paper, we will often express the running time of an algorithm in terms of pointer steps. A pointer step is the amortized time taken by a find or merge operation in the disjoint set structure. This time bound is \( \alpha(k, n) \), where \( k \) in the number of find and merge operations and \( n \) is the number of elements in the set.
2.2 Block Tree Data Structure

In order to maintain the biconnected components of a graph incrementally, we make use of a
tree structure of the blocks and vertices of a connected graph called the block tree [8]. The collection
of block trees given by the components of a graph \( G = (V, E) \) is called the block forest. The block tree
has two types of nodes: vertex (square) nodes, which represent the vertices of \( G \); and block (round)
nodes, which represent the blocks. A block is equivalent to a biconnected component in the graph,
where two vertices are in the same biconnected component if and only if there are two vertex disjoint
paths between them or the component is a single edge. The children of the block nodes represent
the vertices that are contained in that block. If a vertex belongs to more than one block, it will be
the child of one block node and have the other block nodes as its children. Such a vertex is called a
cut vertex since its removal disconnects a component into two or more components.

All terms such as parent, child, siblings and grandparent that appear hereafter refer to the
relationships within the block forest, unless otherwise specified. Hence all vertex nodes have parent
and children of block node type only, and vice versa; also, all siblings are of the same node type.
The children set of a block node are the vertex nodes contained in that block except its
parent cut-vertex. The children set of a vertex node are the blocks in which it is contained, except for
its parent block. The children sets of block nodes in all of our implementations are maintained
using a disjoint set data structure. In Implementation I, children sets of vertex nodes are
maintained in disjoint sets as well, while direct pointers are used in the other implementations (see
Section 4).

The need for the disjoint set data structure that allows deletions arises in the maintenance
of the block tree data structure. Since the children sets of the block nodes are always organized in
disjoint sets, changing the block to which a vertex belongs means removing it from one set and
merging it into another. Hence the creation of dynamic holes is needed when the parent-child
relationship changes within the block tree data structure.

In the next four sections, we present four different implementations of incremental
biconnectivity. We classify an implementation as "homogeneous" when both block nodes and vertex
nodes use disjoint sets to maintain their children sets, and "mixed" when block nodes use disjoint
sets and vertex nodes use direct pointers. We also classify the implementations based on whether
they use dynamic holes or static holes. Dynamic holes are defined in Section 2.1.2; static holes are
created when a newly created block only has a cut vertex as its child (see Section 5). Dynamic holes
can only be created with the modified disjoint set data structure, whereas static holes can be created
with both the standard and modified disjoint set data structure.

In Section 3, we present a homogeneous implementation of the block forest which uses
dynamic holes. In Section 4, we present the second implementation, which uses a mixed block tree.
data structure with dynamic holes. In Section 5, we present another mixed block tree data structure, which uses static holes instead of dynamic holes to deal with deletions. In Section 6, we describe a fourth implementation which uses mixed block tree, static holes and the standard disjoint set data structure. In each of these sections, we analyze the running time for the respective implementations. Section 7 concludes the discussion of biconnectivity with an experimental evaluation and analysis of all four of the implementations. The first of our four implementations is described in [3], and hence Section 3 is very brief.

3. Implementation I: Homogeneous Block Tree with Dynamic holes

In this implementation we make use of the modified disjoint set structure of Section 2.1.3 to maintain the children of the block tree nodes, since we have to deal with deletions in the disjoint sets. The details of this implementation are discussed in [3]. A minor difference in the current implementation with the one described in [3] is that the node_ptr field in the elements of the disjoint set structure is removed.

Children sets of nodes in a block tree are maintained using the disjoint set data structure, so that merging the children of two nodes can be done in one pointer step. Each node is doubly linked to its children set, that is, the node contains a pointer to the root of its children set, and that root in turn contains a pointer back to the node (see Figure 5). This implementation is labeled "homogeneous" since the children set of every node in a block tree is maintained by a disjoint set.
4. Implementation II: Mixed Block Tree with Dynamic holes

Our second implementation does not use disjoint sets to represent block nodes (see Figure 6). At the expense of uniformity throughout the data structure, it is possible to eliminate the disjoint set representation of block nodes and use direct pointers from block nodes to their parent vertex nodes. With this change, every traversal from a block node to a vertex node is reduced to constant time instead of one pointer step. Additionally, *dynamic holes* caused by *block_condense* are eliminated. We now describe this implementation in detail.

4.1 Maintaining Connected Components On-line

The data structure used to maintain connected components is exactly the disjoint set structure detailed in Section 2.1.1. The functions used to represent, update and answer queries of connected components have a one-to-one correspondence with the disjoint set implementation:

- *cc_new_vertex()*: create a new vertex and put it in a new set as a new connected component, return the new vertex.
- *cc_find(vertex)*: given a vertex, return its disjoint set name and do a path compression along the way.
- *cc_merge(set1, set2)*: merge the two disjoint sets into one, and return the combined set.

![Diagram of a block tree data structure in the second implementation](image)

Figure 6. Block tree data structure in the second implementation
4.2 Organization of the Block Forest

The set of children vertex nodes of any block node is implemented using the disjoint set structure presented in Section 2.1.3. Each block node, with the exception of the root, has a direct pointer to its parent vertex node.

Each block node $B$ has the following fields:
- $label$: used to identify the block $B$
- $parent\_vtx$: a pointer to the parent cut-vertex node of $B$; NULL $B$ is the root
- $children$: a disjoint set which contains the children vertices in $B$, some of these vertices may be cut vertices.
- $child\_cnt$: the number of children in the children set, counts cut vertices twice.

Each vertex node $v$ has the following fields:
- $label$: used to identify the vertex node $v$
- $cc\_ptr$: a pointer to the disjoint set which represents the connected component to which $v$ belongs.
- $element\_ptr$: a pointer into the children set of $v$'s parent.

4.3 Functions for the Block Tree

The operations on a block tree are:
- $block\_new(u)$: vertex node: create a new block for the vertex which will be the root and only element of the disjoint set representing the vertices of this block; return a pointer to the new block. Running time: $O(1)$.
- $block\_parent(u)$: vertex node: access the object in the disjoint set which represents the children of the parent of $u$; traverse this object to the root of the disjoint set; access and return the parent (see Figure 7). Running time: $O(1)$.
- $block\_find(u, v)$: vertex node: given two vertices $u$ and $v$, if both are in the same block return that block, return null otherwise. Running time: $O(1)$.
- $block\_evert(v)$: vertex node: given a vertex node $v$, traverse the tree from $v$ to the root, reversing parent pointers along the way. Running time: $O(P)$, where $P$ is the length of the path from $v$ to the root node.
- $block\_link(u, v)$: vertex node: combine the two block trees containing $u$ and $v$, where $v$ is the root of the smaller tree. Running time: $O(1)$.
- $block\_condense(u, v)$: vertex node: given two vertices, condense all block nodes in the path from $u$ to $v$ into a single block node. Running time: $O(P)$, where $P$ is the length of the path between $u$ and $v$.

The details of the last four functions above are described in the following subsections.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 7. $block\_parent(4) = A$
4.3.1 Finding Blocks

The find_block operation is used to answer the user queries and also to determine how to change the block tree upon edge insertion.

LEMMA 1. **Two vertices are in the same block iff they are siblings or one is the grandparent of the other in the block tree.**

PROOF. In the block tree structure, the parent and children nodes of any block node are vertex nodes, and they are the only vertices contained in that block node. Hence two vertices are in the same block iff either they are siblings, i.e., they have the same parent block, or if one is the grandparent of the other (see Figure 8). []

The lemma above establishes that the following procedure correctly returns the block (if any) which contains two given vertices:

```
procedure block_find(u, v: vertex node):
  { if u and v are siblings, return their parent; else if one is the grandparent of the other, return
    the block node between them; else return null }
  if block_parent(u) = block_parent(v) then
    return block_parent(u)
  else if u = block_parent(block_parent(v)) then
    return block_parent(v)
  else if v = block_parent(block_parent(u)) then
    return block_parent(u)
  else return null;
end. (block_find)
```

Since block_parent takes one pointer step, and block_parent takes O(1) pointer steps, block_find runs in O(1) pointer steps.

![Figure 8. Vertices in the same block](image)

4.3.2 Everting a Tree

In this section we specify the block_evert operation, which is used to re-root a block tree at a given vertex. When an edge is inserted into the graph, it may link two connected components together. In this case, the two connected components are also represented as two distinct block
trees in the block forest, where the trees need to be combined. To do so, we must re-root one of the
trees at one endpoint of the new edge, then make it a child of the other vertex in the other block
tree.

In order to re-root a tree at a given node $x$, for every node in the path from $x$ to the root, we
must reverse the parent-child relationship (see Figure 9). To do so in our data structure, for every
vertex node $u$ along the path from $x$ to the root, we must remove $u$ from $\text{block}_\text{parent}(u).\text{children}$,
and then make $\text{block}_\text{parent}(u).\text{parent}_\text{vtx}$ point to $u$. We remove $u$ from the disjoint set of its
siblings by creating a dynamic hole that can be reused as described Section 2.1.3. This dynamic
hole is later reused by $u$'s grandparent unless $u$ has no grandparent (see Figure 10).

Given a vertex node $x$ which is to be the new root of the block tree, the following procedure
describes how the block tree data structure is re-rooted at $x$:

**procedure** $\text{block}_\text{evert}(x: \text{vertex node})$

- initialize pointers to process first node

  curr := $x$;
  parent := $\text{block}_\text{parent}(\text{curr})$;
  grandparent := $\text{block}_\text{parent}(\text{parent})$;

  if the tree contains one vertex, eversion produces just a vertex node
  if parent $\rightarrow$ child cnt = 1 && (grandparent = null)
    curr $\rightarrow$ element ptr := null;
    free parent
    return;

  sever the current node from its set and save its element as a hole to prime the loop
  hole := curr $\rightarrow$ element ptr;
  curr $\rightarrow$ element ptr := null;

  while grandparent $\neq$ null
    update the parent node to point to its child
    parent $\rightarrow$ parent vtx := curr;

    update parent before severing grandparent
    parent := $\text{block}_\text{parent}(\text{grandparent})$;

    swap the current hole with the next node to be made a child
    swap(&hole, &($\text{grandparent} \rightarrow$ element ptr));

    update the other pointers
    curr := grandparent;

Figure 9. Eversion reverses the parent-child relationship along the
path from the given vertex to the root.
\[\text{grandparent := parent -> parent vtx;}\]

\{ reverse the parent child relationship for the original root \}
\[\text{parent -> parent vtx := curr;}\]

\{ the original root node will have one less child \}
\[\text{parent -> child cnt := parent -> child cnt - 1;}\]
\text{end. (block evert)}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{block_evert.png}
\caption{\textit{block\_evert(5)}}
\end{figure}

This algorithm will produce one dynamic hole (saved in the variable \textit{hole}) per \textit{block\_evert} operation. It is important to recognize that the number of dynamic holes generated by eversion could not have been bounded by the number of vertices without the mechanism that fills the parent of a node into the \textit{dynamic hole} left by its child. This optimization preserves the performance of the disjoint set structure by preventing any significant increase in the size of these sets. More importantly, this optimization could not have been performed without the disjoint set data structure of Section 2.1.3.

The running time of \textit{block\_evert} is linear in the length of the path; since the number of vertex nodes in a block tree is at least the number of block nodes, \textit{block\_evert} takes at most \(O(k)\) pointer steps in the block tree of \(k\) vertices. By defining the size of a block tree to be the same as the size of its corresponding connected component, Westbrook and Tarjan [8] show that everting the smaller
block tree ensures $O(n \log n)$ performance. This and the lemma below justify the use of size instead of rank in our modified disjoint set data structure.

**Lemma 2.** The connected component with smaller rank does not necessarily have smaller size.

**Proof.** We establish the claim by a counter-example. If we start with a singleton set and only merge singleton sets to it, the rank will always remain 2 for the resulting set, since the first merge increases the rank by one and subsequent merges do not. We can merge singleton sets until we get a set $S$ of rank 2 with $k$ elements for any $k$. Then, we can obtain another set $T$ of rank 3 which contains only 4 elements by merging two pairs of singleton sets and then merging these pairs together. Above, we've shown that although $S.rank < T.rank$, we know $|S| > |T|$ for $k>4$. Therefore a disjoint set with smaller rank in the disjoint set structure does not guarantee a smaller size. 

### 4.3.3 Linking Two Trees

When we insert an edge between two connected components, we evert the smaller block tree; after the eversion is done as in Section 4.3.2, we link it to the bigger block tree.

The function `block_link` takes two vertex nodes, $u$ and $v$, as its arguments, where $u$ is the endpoint of the new edge that resides in the bigger block tree and $v$ is the endpoint of the edge that resides in the smaller block tree. At this point the eversion has already been done on $v$, hence $v$ is temporarily the root of the smaller block tree. Also, in the block forest `insert_edge(u, v)` creates a new block where the only vertices contained in it are $u$ and $v$. Hence in order to link the two block trees together, we need to create a new block with $v$ as its only child and make $u$ its parent:

```plaintext
procedure block_link(u, v: vertex node)
  { if $u$ and $v$ belong to trees with only one vertex, then they can belong to the same block }
  if both $u$ and $v$ belong to trees with only one vertex then
    put v in a new disjoint set, new_set;
    B := block_parent(u);
    B->children -> parent_node = null;
    B->children = ds_merge(u -> children, new_set);
    B->child_cnt := B->child_cnt + 1;
    B := block_new(v);
    B->parent_vtx := u;
  end. { block_link }
```

Adding a block to a children set is merely a merge of two disjoint sets, which runs in one pointer step, plus some pointer manipulations. Since `block_new` also takes a constant time, `block_link` runs in $O(1)$ pointer steps.

### 4.3.4 Condensing a Path

Another possible scenario of inserting a new edge occurs when the new edge links two vertices that are in the same connected component but different blocks. Its effect on the block tree is that all the block nodes along the path between them collapse into a single block node, while all the vertex nodes contained in these blocks and along the path will belong to the new block node (see Figure 11).

In order to condense these blocks, we first introduce two subroutines: `findlcau` and `condense_path`. The `findlcau` algorithm proceeds by walking up the tree simultaneously from its two vertex node arguments, until the paths intersect at their least common ancestor vertex node, which is returned by the function:
**subroutine** findlca(v1, v2: vertex node): vertex node

{ find the least common ancestor vertex node of v1 and v2 by walking up the tree simultaneously from both of them, until the paths intersect at their lca }  

lca := v1;  
save := v2;  
while lca.visited = false  
   lca.visited := true;  
   if one of the paths has reached the root already then  
      { ignore the path that has reached the root from now on }  
      lca := block_parent(lca)->parent_vtx;  
      if the current path reaches the root, get out of the while loop  
   else  
      { advance to the next node on the current path, and switch to the other path }  
      tmp := block_parent(lca)->parent_vtx;  
      lca := save;  
      save := tmp;  
   unmark all the nodes that were marked;  
return lca;  
end. { findlca }

The function condense_path takes two arguments, x and y, where x and y are both vertex nodes and y is an ancestor of x. All of the block nodes along the path from x to y are combined into the child block node of y which is on the path. The intermediate blocks along the path are deleted, and their children are merged to the children set of the final block. This can be done in our data structure since each block has a pointer to the root of its children set.

**subroutine** condense_path(x: vertex node, y: vertex node): block node

{ start with the parent block of x, initialize }  

b := block_parent(x);  
v := b->parent_vtx;  
u := empty set;  
{ process the blocks along the path one by one, until we reach the lca if it is a block, or until its child if it is vertex }  
while v ≠ y  
   add the children set of b to u;  
   free(b);  
   b := block_parent(v);  
   v := b->parent_vtx;  
   add u into the children set of b;  
return b;  
end. { condense_path }
Two vertex nodes that are in the same connected component and different blocks are given as the arguments to `block_condense`. Using `findlca` and `condense_path`, the algorithm is the following (also see Figure 12):

```plaintext
procedure block_condense(v1, v2: vertex node)
  lcav := findlca(v1, v2);
  { condense along the paths to lcav, the least common ancestor }
  if lcav = one of the two vertices
    condense_path(the other vertex, lcav);
  else
    b1 := condense_path(v1, lcav);
    b2 := condense_path(v2, lcav);
    if b1 = b2 then
        { b1 = b2 = lca, which is a block node }
        do nothing;
    else
        { b1 and b2 are children of lca, a vertex }
        add the children set of b2 to the children set of b1;
        remove b2 from the children set of its parent, lca;
        free(b2);
  end. { block_condense }
```

Subroutine `findlca` takes $O(P)$ pointer steps, where $P$ is the length of the path between the two given vertices (see `findpath`, [8]), and `condense_path` is a sequence of pointer operations along the path, hence it runs in $O(P)$ pointer steps as well. All other operations involved in `block_condense` are merely pointer manipulations, therefore `block_condense` also runs in $O(P)$ pointer steps.

### 4.4 Exported Functions to Maintain Connectivity and Biconnectivity

The data structures presented above maintain graph connectivity and biconnectivity properties separately. To combine these operations, we will describe a set of functions: `new_vertex`, `find_block`, and `insert_edge`, which update both connectivity and biconnectivity when called. The functions are as follows:
1) new_vertex():
create a new vertex and a new block which contains it.

2) find_block(u, v: vertex):
call block_find(u, v) and return the result.

3) insert_edge(u, v: vertex):
   if u and v are in the same block, do nothing.
   otherwise if they are in the same connected component, call block_condense(u, v)
   otherwise they are in different connected components, in which case we combine the two
   block trees by calling block_evert() with the vertex in the smaller tree, and make the root of
   the resulting tree a child of the vertex in the larger tree. Then merge the two connected
   components by calling cc_merge().

Both cc_new_vertex and block_new take O(1) time, so new_vertex also runs in O(1) time.
Since find_block is merely a call to block_find, find_block also runs in O(1) pointer steps. In order to
analyze the running time for insert_edge, we prove the following lemma:

LEMMA 3. In any sequence of insert_edge operations, there can be at most n-1 dynamic holes caused
by eversions in a graph of n vertices.

PROOF. After each eversion, two block trees are combined into one, hence for a graph of n vertices,
there can be at most n-1 evert operations before all n vertices are combined into a single block.
Since each eversion creates at most one dynamic hole in the children set of the root node, there can
be at most n-1 such dynamic holes in the block forest.[]

To calculate the running time of find and merge operations in our modified disjoint set data
structure, we must first determine how many elements are in all the disjoint sets in the block forest.
There will be n elements which represent vertex nodes in the block forest; lemma 3 shows that there
will be at most n-1 dynamic holes created by eversions. Hence, there will be at most 2n-1 elements
in all the disjoint sets in the block forest. This means the running time of k find and merge
operations will be O(k \alpha(k, 2n-1)), and the amortized time per operation will be O( \alpha(k, 2n-1)).
The proof given below is similar to the one for implementation 1[3].

THEOREM 1. The data structure above can maintain the graph connectivity and biconnectivity
incrementally in O(n log n + m) time and O(n) space.

PROOF. Westbrook and Tarjan [8] show that the total number of pointer steps taken by
block_evert and block_condense is O(n log n). For a sequence of m insert_edge, find_block, and
new_vertex operations where m is in \Omega(n), it is shown in [8] that the total number of pointer steps
required is O(m + n log n). However, this analysis does not take into account the dynamic holes that
need to be created in the block tree data structure by block_evert.

By the analysis given in [8], our data structures support a sequence of m operations in O(m
+ n \log n) time, where n' represents the total number of elements in the disjoint sets of the block
tree including dynamic holes. From Lemma 3 it follows that n' \leq 2n-1, hence n' is O(n). Hence, our
data structures can be maintained in O(m + n log n) time.[]

5. Implementation III: Mixed Block Tree with Static Holes

In this implementation, we have no dynamic holes. Instead, we make use of static holes,
which are created when newly created blocks have only cut vertices as their children. In Section 5.1,
we describe the new block tree data structure, and in Section 5.2 we give descriptions of each of the
functions needed to maintain the block forest. In Section 5.3 we prove the overall running time of
this implementation.
5.1 Data Structure

The data structure for the block tree in this implementation consists of block nodes, vertex nodes and cut-vertex nodes. The vertex nodes are organized into disjoint sets that represent children sets of different block nodes as in previous implementations. A cut-vertex node is a virtual copy of and doubly linked to its corresponding vertex node. A cut-vertex has a pointer to one of the elements in the children set of its parent block. This way its parent can be accessed while the merging of children sets of different blocks can be done efficiently. A cut-vertex node is created and deleted dynamically, while a vertex node is never deleted once it is created, instead it goes into an obsolete state when a cut-vertex node representing it exists. Block nodes, then, point to their parent cut-vertex nodes, not vertex nodes (see Figure 13).

Cut-vertex nodes can only be created when two distinct components are linked together. When these cut-vertex nodes are created, their corresponding vertex nodes become obsolete in the data structure. For example, if \( u \) becomes a cut vertex in the graph, the corresponding vertex node in the block tree will point to the newly created cut-vertex node. From that point on, all operations which take \( u \) as an argument will use the cut-vertex node instead of the vertex node for information about \( u \), unless \( u \) ceases to be a cut-vertex.

Figure 13. Block tree data structure in the third implementation
In the linking process, it is also possible that a new block $B$ needs to be created between the two cut-vertices, $u$ and $v$. $B$ will be the parent of one of these cut-vertices, say $u$, so $u$ must point to an element in the children set of $B$. Since $B$ has no children at this point, a static hole is created as a singleton element to represent the empty children set of $B$. Then, $v$ can be linked to this static hole to complete the linking process.

Each block node $B$ has the following fields:
- **label**: used to identify the block $B$
- **parent_vtx**: a pointer to the parent cut-vertex node of $B$, NULL $B$ is the root
- **children**: a disjoint set which contains the children vertices in $B$, some of these vertices may be cut vertices.
- **child_cnt**: the number of children in the children set, counts cut vertices twice.

Each vertex node $v$ has the following fields:
- **label**: used to identify the vertex node $v$
- **cc_ptr**: a pointer to the disjoint set which represents the connected component to which $v$ belongs.
- **element_ptr**: a pointer into the children set of $v$'s parent.
- **cnode_ptr**: a pointer to a cut-vertex node iff $v$ is a cut-vertex, NULL otherwise.
- **block_cnt**: the number of blocks to which $v$ belongs, used to check if $v$ has a cut-vertex.

Each cut-vertex node $c$ has the following fields:
- **cnode_ptr**: a pointer back to the vertex node to which $c$ is attached
- **hole_ptr**: a pointer to a disjoint set element which gives $c$ membership in another block.
- **visited**: a boolean variable to indicate whether $v$ has been visited, used in block_condense

### 5.2 Functions for the Block Tree

The functions described below manipulate the block tree data structure in the same way as previous implementations. A minor difference in this implementation is that eversion and linking are done in the same function, block_evert&link, this change is inconsequential since an eversion is always followed by a link.

#### 5.2.1 block_new

The operation block_new allows us to create a new block node in the block tree and initialize that block with a vertex node $v$. However, block_new can also be called with a NULL argument, which creates an empty block node with one static hole. The need for this is shown in Section 5.2.4. This function is executed as follows:

**procedure** block_new($v$: vertex node): block node

{ create a new singleton disjoint set for the new block }

```plaintext
new_set := ds_new();
```

{ create the new block node }

```plaintext
new_block -> label := get_next_block_label();
new_block -> parent_vtx := NULL;
new_block -> child_cnt := 0;
```

{ attach the new set to the new block }

```plaintext
new_block -> children := new_set;
new_set -> parent_node := new_block;
```

{ attach $v$ to the disjoint set if appropriate }

```plaintext
if ($v$ != NULL) then
    attach vertex node $v$ to new_set
    $v$ -> block_cnt := 1;
    new_block -> child_cnt := 1;
```
return(new_block)
end. {block_new}

The function \textit{block\_new} takes \(O(1)\) time since all the operations it performs take constant time.

\subsection{5.2.2 block\_parent}

The \textit{block\_parent} operation is used in the implementation to access the parent in the block tree of a vertex node \(v\). If \(v\) is a cut-vertex, then its corresponding cut-vertex node is used to access the parent block node. It executes as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
procedure block_parent(v: vertex node): block node
    { if \(v\) belongs to more than one block, it is a cut-vertex, so we access its cut-vertex node to find the block parent }
    if (v \rightarrow block\_cnt > 1)
        root := ds\_find(v \rightarrow cvnode\_ptr \rightarrow hole\_ptr);
    { otherwise we access the sibling disjoint set of \(v\) for the block parent }
    else
        root := ds\_find(v \rightarrow element\_ptr);
    return(root \rightarrow parent\_node);
end.
\end{verbatim}

The function \textit{block\_parent} takes \(O(1)\) pointer steps since \textit{ds\_find} is called only once.

\subsection{5.2.3 block\_find}

The function \textit{block\_find} is used to check whether two vertex nodes, \(u\), and \(v\), are in the same biconnected component, i.e., belong to the same block in the block tree. We need this information in the exported function \textit{insert\_edge} so that we know how to modify the block tree upon an insertion of an edge to the graph.

First we check if \(u\) or \(v\) have the same block parent, if so, we simply return the common block node. Note that either \(u\) or \(v\) can be cut vertices yet still have the same parent. If \(u\) and \(v\) do not have the same parent, then one must be a cut vertex if they belong to a common block at all. So if either \(u\) or \(v\) is a cut vertex, we check if one the grandparent of the other, and if so, return the common block. Otherwise, we return NULL. The function is as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
procedure block\_find(u, v: vertex node): block node
    { block\_parent always returns the true parent of its argument, regardless of whether it is a cut vertex or not }
    parent\_u := block\_parent(u);
    parent\_v := block\_parent(v);

    { if \(u\) and \(v\) are siblings, return their parent; else if one is the grandparent of the other, return the block node between them; else return null }
    if (parent\_u = parent\_v) then
        return(parent\_u);
    else if (u \rightarrow block\_cnt > 1) \&\& (u \rightarrow cvnode\_ptr = parent\_v \rightarrow parent\_vtx)
        return(parent\_v);
    else if (v \rightarrow block\_cnt > 1) \&\& (v \rightarrow cvnode\_ptr = parent\_u \rightarrow parent\_vtx)
        return(parent\_u);
    else
        return(NULL)
end. {block\_find}
\end{verbatim}
The function \textit{block\_find} takes $O(1)$ pointer steps since \textit{ds\_find} is called only twice.

5.2.4 \textbf{block\_event\&link}

As input, \textbf{block\_event\&link} takes the vertex nodes \texttt{s} and \texttt{l}, where \texttt{s} is the vertex node in the smaller block tree and \texttt{l} is the vertex node in the larger tree. After the eversion and linking are done, \textbf{block\_event\&link} returns a single block tree in which the vertices \texttt{s} and \texttt{l} are linked.

\begin{verbatim}
\textbf{procedure} block\_event\&link(s, l: vertex node): block node
\{
  s is a vertex node in the smaller tree and l is a vertex node in the larger tree
\}
parent\_l := block\_parent(l);
parent\_s := block\_parent(s);
grandparent\_s := parent\_s \rightarrow parent\_vtx;
grandparent\_l := parent\_l \rightarrow parent\_vtx;

\{
  if \texttt{l} is the only vertex in the tree, then both trees are single vertex trees and we can merge their
disjoint sets to create the new tree
\}
if(parent\_l \rightarrow child\_cnt = 1) \&\& (grandparent\_l = NULL)
  (parent\_l \rightarrow children) \rightarrow parent\_node := NULL;
  (parent\_s \rightarrow children) \rightarrow parent\_node := NULL;
  parent\_l \rightarrow children := ds\_merge(parent\_l \rightarrow children, parent\_s \rightarrow children);
  (parent\_l \rightarrow children) \rightarrow parent\_node := parent\_l;
  free(parent\_s);
  return(parent\_l);

\{
  if \texttt{l} does not already have a cut-vertex, then make a cut-vertex for it
\}
if(l \rightarrow block\_cnt = 1)
  create a new cut-vertex node
  l \rightarrow cvnode\_ptr := new\_cvnode;
  new\_cvnode \rightarrow vnode\_ptr := l;
  new\_cvnode \rightarrow hole\_ptr := parent\_l \rightarrow children;

\{
  if the smaller tree is a one vertex tree, then we need not evert the tree, it can be directly linked
to the larger tree
\}
if(parent\_s \rightarrow child\_cnt = 1) \&\& (grandparent\_s = NULL)
  parent\_s \rightarrow parent\_vtx := l \rightarrow cvnode\_ptr;
  l \rightarrow block\_cnt := l \rightarrow block\_cnt + 1;
  return(parent\_s);

\{
  if \texttt{s} does not already have a cut-vertex, create a cut-vertex node for it
\}
if(s \rightarrow block\_cnt = 1)
  create a new cut-vertex node
  s \rightarrow cvnode\_ptr := new\_cvnode;
  new\_cvnode \rightarrow vnode\_ptr := s;
  new\_cvnode \rightarrow hole\_ptr := NULL;

\{
  if neither tree is a single vertex tree, we must evert the smaller tree and link it to the larger
  tree by creating a new block
\}
curr := s \rightarrow cvnode\_ptr;

\{
  evert the tree from \texttt{s} to the root
\}
while (grandparent\_s \neq NULL)
  \{ make \texttt{parent\_s} a child of \texttt{curr} and save \texttt{parent\_s} \}
  parent\_s \rightarrow parent\_vtx := curr;
  temp := parent\_s;
\end{verbatim}
{ update parent_s }
p = block_parent(grandparent_s → vnode_ptr);

{ reverse grandparent_s and old parent_s, i.e., temp }
g = hole_ptr := temp → children;
curr := grandparent_s;
g := grandparent_s := parent_s → parent_vtx;
end (while)

{ original root loses one child due to eversion }
p → child_cnt := parent → child_cnt - 1;

{ relink the original root to the everted tree }
p := parent_vtx := curr;

{ link the everted tree to the larger tree by creating an empty block in between }
new_block := block_new(NULL);
(s → cvnode_ptr) → hole_ptr := new_block → children;
new_block → parent_vtx := l → cvnode_ptr;
new_block → child_cnt := 1;

l := block_cnt := l → block_cnt + 1;
end. (block_evert&link)

The block_evert&link operation takes $O(P)$ pointer steps, where $P$ is the length of the path from $x$ to the root. All operations outside of the eversion loop take at most a constant number of pointer steps, hence we must show that the loop runs in $O(P)$ time. Each iteration of the loop takes a constant number of pointer steps then advances to the next node up the tree by modifying $curr$, $parent_s$, and $grandparent_s$. Then there are $P - 1$ iterations of the loop since $grandparent$ will be NULL when $parent$ is the original root of the tree. Hence block_evert&link takes $O(P)$ pointer steps.

5.2.5 block_condense

The function block_condense condenses all the nodes into a single block node along the path between its two argument vertex nodes.

The function findlca is an auxiliary function which is used to find the least common ancestor vertex of two vertices, $v1$ and $v2$. We define the least common ancestor vertex of $v1$ and $v2$ to be either the least common ancestor itself of $v1$ and $v2$ or the parent of the least common ancestor of $v1$ and $v2$.

subroutine findlca(v1, v2: vertex node): vertex node
{ find the least common ancestor vertex of $v1$ and $v2$ by walking up the tree simultaneously from both of them, until the paths intersect at their lca vertex }
lca := v1 → cvnode_ptr;
save := v2 → cvnode_ptr;
while lca.visited = false
  lca.visited := true;
  if (save = NULL) then
    { ignore the path that has reached the root from now on }
lca := block_parent(lca → vnode_ptr) → parent_vtx;
    if (lca = NULL)
      break;
  else
    { advance to the next cut vertex node on the current path, and switch to the other path }
tmp := block_parent(lca → vnode_ptr) → parent_vtx;
lca := save;}
save := tmp;
unmark all the nodes that were marked;
return lca(v) → vnode_ptr;
end. { findlca(v) }

The other auxiliary function is condense_path, which takes two vertex nodes, x and one of its ancestors, y, and condenses the path from x to y into a single block whose children set contains all the vertices along that path, including x and y.

subroutine condense_path(x, y: vertex node); block node
{ start with the parent block of x, initialize }
b := block_parent(x);
{ v is the current vertex node during the loop }
if b is not the root
    v := (b → parent_vtx) → vnode_ptr;
else
    v := NULL;
u := empty set;
{ process the blocks along the path one by one, until we reach y }
while v ≠ y
    add the children set of b to u;
    free(b);

{ update the variables for the next iteration }
b := block_parent(v);
if v ≠ NULL
    v → block_cnt := v → block_cnt - 1;
else
    v := (b → parent_vtx) → vnode_ptr;
end (while )
add u into the children set of b;
return b;
end. { condense_path } 

Using findlca and condense_path, block_condense is as follows:

procedure block_condense(v1, v2: vertex node)
{ find the least common ancestor vertex of v1 and v2 }
lca(v) := findlca(v1, v2);
{ condense along the paths to lca, the least common ancestor }
if lca = one of the two vertices
    condense_path (the other vertex, lca);
else
    b1 := condense_path(v1, lca);
b2 := condense_path(v2, lca);
if b1 = b2 then
    if b1 = b2 = lca, which is a block node
        do nothing;
    else
        { b1 and b2 are children of lca }
        add the children set of b2 to the children set of b1;
        remove b2 from the children set of its parent, lca;
        free(b2);
end. { block_condense }
The cost of executing block\_condense is proportional to the cost of executing find\_lcav and condense\_path since block\_condense calls these functions a constant number of times. The find\_lcav subroutine takes at most $2P$ pointer steps, where $P$ is the length of the path from either of the vertices to the root. This is because each iteration advances up the tree, and can only advance as far as the root. The condense\_path also takes at most $2P$ pointer steps since it merges sets from both vertices to the lcav. Hence, the total cost of block\_condense is $O(P)$.

5.3 Running Time Analysis

There is one important difference between dynamic holes and static holes. The fact that dynamic holes are reused is crucial in establishing a bound for the total number of holes in the first two implementations, i.e., we reuse dynamic holes so that only one remains each time block\_evert is called. In Implementation III, once we create a static hole in a disjoint set, it is never removed from its parent block. We need a different analysis to establish a bound on the number of static holes, as the following lemma shows:

**Lemma 5.** In any sequence of insert\_edge operations, there can be at most $n$ static holes created in the block tree data structure.

**Proof.** Eversion does not create static holes, since we simply reverse the parent pointers of block nodes and cut-vertex nodes without having to manipulate elements in disjoint sets. The block\_condense operation only merges together disjoint sets, so it too does not create static holes. The only static holes created are in the block\_evert\&link operation when two trees are being linked together, since vertices which were not previously cut vertices may now become cut vertices. However, block\_evert\&link occurs at most $n-1$ times since there are at most $n$ block trees, i.e., distinct connected components, at any time. [1]

With this lemma, Theorem 1 in Section 4.4 still holds since total number of elements in the disjoint sets of the block tree including static holes is in $O(n)$ where $n$ is the total number of vertices in the graph. Hence the overall running time of this implementation is in $O(n \log n + m)$, where $m$ is number of updates and queries to the graph.

6. Implementation IV: A Mixed Block Tree with Static Holes and Standard Disjoint Set Data Structure

In this implementation, instead of using the disjoint set data structure that allows deletions in Section 2.1.3, we use the standard disjoint set data structure described in Section 2.1.1. Then, instead of using an abstract representation of the elements of a disjoint set, a vertex node itself is an element of the disjoint set (see Figure 14). This implementation is exactly the same as Implementation III, except for the use of the standard disjoint set data structure. This was not possible in Implementations I and II, since they used dynamic holes for deletions in the disjoint set data structure. Since Implementation IV uses the standard disjoint set structure, separate sets of functions are used to maintain the disjoint sets used for connectivity and in the block tree.

6.1 Data Structure

Each block node $B$ has the following fields:

- **label**: used to identify the block $B$
- **parent\_vtx**: a pointer to the parent cut-vertex node of $B$, NULL $B$ is the root
- **children**: a disjoint set which contains the children vertices in $B$, some of these vertices may be cut vertices.
- **child\_cnt**: the number of children in the children set, counts cut vertices twice.
Each vertex node \( v \) has the following fields:
- \textit{label}: used to identify the vertex node \( v \)
- \textit{cc_ptr}: a pointer to the disjoint set which represents the connected component to which \( v \) belongs.
- \textit{cc_size}: the size of the connected components that the current vertex represents.
- \textit{bcc_ptr}: a pointer to the parent element of \( v \) in the disjoint set representing its block.
- \textit{bcc_size}: the size of the block in which \( v \) belongs.
- \textit{parent_blk}: a pointer to \( v \)'s parent block node.
- \textit{cvnode_ptr}: a pointer to a cut-vertex node iff \( v \) is a cut-vertex, NULL otherwise.
- \textit{block_cnt}: the number of blocks to which \( v \) belongs.

Each cut-vertex node \( c \) has the following fields:
- \textit{vnode_ptr}: a pointer back to the vertex node to which \( c \) is attached
- \textit{hole_ptr}: a pointer to a disjoint set element which gives \( c \) membership in another block.
- \textit{visited}: a boolean variable to indicate whether \( v \) has been visited, used in \textit{block_condense}

\textbf{6.2 Functions to maintain the Connected Components}

The standard disjoint set data structure of Section 2.1.1 is used, i.e., the vertex nodes are used as actual elements in the disjoint sets representing the connected components. As a result, separate disjoint set functions need to be implemented using the vertex nodes as the elements. The pseudo code below closely resembles the functions \textit{ds_new}, \textit{ds_find}, and \textit{ds_merge}. 
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procedure cc_new_vertex(label): vertex node
  { create and initialize the new vertex node }
  v = new vertex node;
  v → label := label;
  vertices[v → label] := v;
  v → cc_ptr := v;
  v → cc_size := 1;
  v → bcc_ptr := v;
  v → bcc_size := 1;
  v → parent_blk := NULL;
  v → cnode_ptr := NULL;
  v → block_cnt := 0;
  return v;

procedure cc_find(v: vertex node): vertex node
  { find the root of the set }
  root := v;
  while (root → α_ptr != root)
    root := root → α_ptr;
  tmp := v;

  { path compression }
  while (tmp != root)
    parent := tmp → cc_ptr;
    tmp := tmp → cc_ptr := root;
    tmp := parent;

  { return the root of the set as its label }
  return(root);

procedure cc_merge(u, v: vertex node): vertex node
  { check for empty sets }
  if u = NULL
    return v;
  if v = NULL;
    return u;

  { make the smaller connected components a child branch of the larger one }
  if u → cc_size >= v → cc_size
    v → cc_ptr = u;
    u → cc_size = u → cc_size + v → cc_size;
    return u;
  else
    u → cc_ptr = v;
    v → cc_size = v → cc_size + u → cc_size;
    return v;

6.3 Functions to maintain the disjoint set of vertices in a block

As in the previous section, separate disjoint set functions are needed to maintain children sets of the block nodes in the block forest:

procedure bcc_find(v: vertex node): vertex node
  { find the root of the set }
  root := v;
  while (root → bcc_ptr != root)
    root := root → bcc_ptr;
tmp := v;

{ path compression }
while (tmp != root)
    parent := tmp -> bcc_ptr;
    tmp -> bcc_ptr := root;
    tmp := parent;

{ return the root of the set as its label }
return(root);

procedure bcc_merge(u, v: vertex node): vertex node
{ check for empty sets }
if u = NULL
    return v;
if v = NULL;
    return u;

{ make the smaller connected components a child branch of the larger one }
if u -> bcc_size >= v -> bcc_size
    v -> bcc_ptr = u;
    u -> bcc_size = u -> bcc_size + v -> bcc_size;
    return u;
else
    u -> bcc_ptr = v;
    v -> bcc_size = v -> bcc_size + u -> bcc_size;
    return v;

6.4 Functions for the Block Tree

In this implementation, the only block tree functions that changed due the use of the standard disjoint set structure are block_new and block_parent. This is because the disjoint set functions are only invoked by these functions, and all other functions access the disjoint sets through block_new and block_parent.

procedure block_new(v: vertex node): block node
{ create the new block node }
new_block -> label := get_next_block_label();
new_block -> parent_vtx := NULL;
new_block -> child_cnt := 0;

{ create a static hole vertex node if requested }
if (v = NULL) then
    v = oc_new_vertex(0);

v -> parent_blk := new_block;
v -> block_cnt := 1;

new_block -> children := v;
new_block -> child_cnt := 1;

return(new_block)
end. (block_new)

procedure block_parent(v: vertex node): block node
{ if v belongs to more than one block, it is a cut-vertex, so we access its cut-vertex node to find the block parent }
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># vertices</th>
<th># edges</th>
<th># upds.</th>
<th>init. time</th>
<th>std dev</th>
<th>updt time</th>
<th>std dev</th>
<th>time/op</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.020464</td>
<td>0.000971</td>
<td>0.001564</td>
<td>0.000315</td>
<td>0.000031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.020272</td>
<td>0.000293</td>
<td>0.008950</td>
<td>0.000198</td>
<td>0.000018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.020719</td>
<td>0.001827</td>
<td>0.016133</td>
<td>0.000544</td>
<td>0.000008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.028000</td>
<td>0.000420</td>
<td>0.000968</td>
<td>0.000199</td>
<td>0.000019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.027689</td>
<td>0.000250</td>
<td>0.004154</td>
<td>0.000348</td>
<td>0.000008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.027728</td>
<td>0.000279</td>
<td>0.008876</td>
<td>0.000488</td>
<td>0.000004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.039076</td>
<td>0.000356</td>
<td>0.022444</td>
<td>0.000170</td>
<td>0.000022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.038981</td>
<td>0.000691</td>
<td>0.017091</td>
<td>0.000618</td>
<td>0.000017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.039031</td>
<td>0.000525</td>
<td>0.035871</td>
<td>0.000513</td>
<td>0.000007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.054043</td>
<td>0.000475</td>
<td>0.01803</td>
<td>0.000249</td>
<td>0.000018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.053866</td>
<td>0.000439</td>
<td>0.009110</td>
<td>0.000266</td>
<td>0.000009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.053799</td>
<td>0.000307</td>
<td>0.021395</td>
<td>0.000326</td>
<td>0.000004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.192875</td>
<td>0.001209</td>
<td>0.010901</td>
<td>0.000601</td>
<td>0.000022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.192640</td>
<td>0.000652</td>
<td>0.090828</td>
<td>0.001638</td>
<td>0.000018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>0.192216</td>
<td>0.000802</td>
<td>0.220937</td>
<td>0.002157</td>
<td>0.000007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.273097</td>
<td>0.001267</td>
<td>0.006852</td>
<td>0.000396</td>
<td>0.000014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.272913</td>
<td>0.001392</td>
<td>0.048924</td>
<td>0.000757</td>
<td>0.000010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>0.273021</td>
<td>0.002219</td>
<td>0.145002</td>
<td>0.000960</td>
<td>0.000005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.391531</td>
<td>0.009111</td>
<td>0.023026</td>
<td>0.000671</td>
<td>0.000023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>0.387831</td>
<td>0.000783</td>
<td>0.186746</td>
<td>0.002713</td>
<td>0.000019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>70000</td>
<td>0.387806</td>
<td>0.000580</td>
<td>0.498349</td>
<td>0.007722</td>
<td>0.000007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.548439</td>
<td>0.002044</td>
<td>0.014015</td>
<td>0.000501</td>
<td>0.000014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>0.548296</td>
<td>0.002217</td>
<td>0.101678</td>
<td>0.001047</td>
<td>0.000010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>70000</td>
<td>0.547809</td>
<td>0.002050</td>
<td>0.340697</td>
<td>0.002272</td>
<td>0.000005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.790035</td>
<td>0.003252</td>
<td>0.044760</td>
<td>0.000798</td>
<td>0.000022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>0.783890</td>
<td>0.001780</td>
<td>0.364341</td>
<td>0.007040</td>
<td>0.000018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>150000</td>
<td>0.782605</td>
<td>0.001146</td>
<td>1.064185</td>
<td>0.009208</td>
<td>0.000007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1.094907</td>
<td>0.003345</td>
<td>0.025839</td>
<td>0.000611</td>
<td>0.000013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>1.094131</td>
<td>0.003331</td>
<td>0.203280</td>
<td>0.002425</td>
<td>0.000010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>150000</td>
<td>1.093357</td>
<td>0.003425</td>
<td>0.770003</td>
<td>0.007984</td>
<td>0.000005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Statistics for test data run with first implementation

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if} (v \rightarrow \text{block cnt} > 1) \\
\quad \text{root} & := \text{bcc find}(v \rightarrow \text{cnode ptr} \rightarrow \text{hole ptr}); \\
\{ \text{otherwise we access the sibling disjoint set of v for the block parent} \}
\]
\[
\text{else} \\
\quad \text{root} & := \text{bcc find}(v \rightarrow \text{bcc ptr}); \\
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\text{return(root \rightarrow \text{parent blk});}
\]
end.

We note that the running time for this implementation is the same as for Implementation III to within a constant factor. One would expect Implementation IV to be faster than III since the former uses the standard disjoint set structure; however III has a more elegant representation.

7. Experimental Results and Analysis

To evaluate the performance of the algorithms above, we ran all four implementations described above with a variety of initial graphs and update/query sequences. In Section 7.1, we describe the test environment and the test data that we used; in Section 7.2, we show the timing results for all four implementations. Finally in Section 7.3, we analyze the timing results and make relative comparisons among them.
### Table 2. Statistics for test data run with second implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># vertices</th>
<th># edges</th>
<th># upds.</th>
<th>init. time</th>
<th>std dev</th>
<th>upd time</th>
<th>std dev</th>
<th>time/op.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.016998</td>
<td>0.001288</td>
<td>0.000979</td>
<td>0.000056</td>
<td>0.000020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.016363</td>
<td>0.000262</td>
<td>0.005697</td>
<td>0.000091</td>
<td>0.000011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.016993</td>
<td>0.001585</td>
<td>0.011722</td>
<td>0.000106</td>
<td>0.000006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.020954</td>
<td>0.000151</td>
<td>0.000825</td>
<td>0.000080</td>
<td>0.000017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.021030</td>
<td>0.000303</td>
<td>0.003498</td>
<td>0.000165</td>
<td>0.000007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.020948</td>
<td>0.000185</td>
<td>0.007481</td>
<td>0.000114</td>
<td>0.000004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.031576</td>
<td>0.000140</td>
<td>0.001520</td>
<td>0.000080</td>
<td>0.000015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.031432</td>
<td>0.000148</td>
<td>0.011349</td>
<td>0.000446</td>
<td>0.000011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.031463</td>
<td>0.000179</td>
<td>0.025890</td>
<td>0.000299</td>
<td>0.000005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.041012</td>
<td>0.000362</td>
<td>0.001257</td>
<td>0.000087</td>
<td>0.000013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.040741</td>
<td>0.000197</td>
<td>0.006737</td>
<td>0.000224</td>
<td>0.000007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.040774</td>
<td>0.000272</td>
<td>0.017208</td>
<td>0.000206</td>
<td>0.000003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.154736</td>
<td>0.000856</td>
<td>0.007270</td>
<td>0.000415</td>
<td>0.000015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.155924</td>
<td>0.004701</td>
<td>0.060193</td>
<td>0.000668</td>
<td>0.000012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>0.154294</td>
<td>0.003535</td>
<td>0.164520</td>
<td>0.002684</td>
<td>0.000005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.206186</td>
<td>0.000688</td>
<td>0.004985</td>
<td>0.000200</td>
<td>0.000010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.206220</td>
<td>0.000433</td>
<td>0.035827</td>
<td>0.000464</td>
<td>0.000007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>0.206190</td>
<td>0.000442</td>
<td>0.117246</td>
<td>0.000672</td>
<td>0.000004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.313044</td>
<td>0.000584</td>
<td>0.014899</td>
<td>0.000496</td>
<td>0.000015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>0.310812</td>
<td>0.000694</td>
<td>0.122622</td>
<td>0.000787</td>
<td>0.000012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>70000</td>
<td>0.311011</td>
<td>0.000516</td>
<td>0.373678</td>
<td>0.001498</td>
<td>0.000005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.414716</td>
<td>0.000971</td>
<td>0.008444</td>
<td>0.000169</td>
<td>0.000010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>0.414532</td>
<td>0.001922</td>
<td>0.074317</td>
<td>0.000552</td>
<td>0.000007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>70000</td>
<td>0.414045</td>
<td>0.000900</td>
<td>0.279543</td>
<td>0.000624</td>
<td>0.000004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.631166</td>
<td>0.002251</td>
<td>0.029004</td>
<td>0.000594</td>
<td>0.000015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>0.626562</td>
<td>0.007333</td>
<td>0.242678</td>
<td>0.001349</td>
<td>0.000012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>150000</td>
<td>0.624115</td>
<td>0.000466</td>
<td>0.815021</td>
<td>0.005805</td>
<td>0.000005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.828986</td>
<td>0.003636</td>
<td>0.018631</td>
<td>0.000606</td>
<td>0.000009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>0.826884</td>
<td>0.001654</td>
<td>0.149229</td>
<td>0.001146</td>
<td>0.000007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>150000</td>
<td>0.827888</td>
<td>0.002935</td>
<td>0.632414</td>
<td>0.002091</td>
<td>0.000004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7.1 Test Environment and Test Data

Our implementations were run on a Sun SPARCstation 5/110 with a 110MHz CPU and 32 MB of RAM running the Solaris operating system. The algorithms and data structures were written in the C programming language. The UNIX library function getusage() was used for all time measurements.

We tested each implementation on graphs with 500, 1000, 5000, 10000 and 20000 vertices, respectively. The initial graphs are very sparse (with exactly \( n/2 \) edges) or sparse (with exactly \( n \) edges) and are randomly generated. They are loaded using new_vertex and insert_edge operations. Ten such graphs are generated for each category, then 3 random test sequences of different sizes are run on each graph. The test sequences are uniformly mixed with 50% insert_edge operations and 50% find_block operations. The sizes of sequences are approximately \( n/10 \), \( n \) and \( 2((n\ln n)/2 - n) \), respectively. The largest sequence size was chosen as \( 2((n\ln n)/2 - n) \) since a random graph is very likely to become connected (and in fact, contain a Hamiltonian cycle, --i.e. become biconnected) when the number of its edges reaches \( n\ln n/2 + o(n\ln n) \) [5], after which every operation will be within one block. At this stage the performance of the algorithm speeds up substantially from \( \Theta(\log n) \) amortized time per step to \( \Theta(\alpha(m, n)) \) amortized time. Hence we take the length of the update/query sequence to be \( n \ln n/2 \), minus the number of edges in the initial graph, and multiply it by two since half of the test sequence operations are find_block queries.
### 7.2 Test Results

The times (given in seconds) obtained from our tests are listed in Tables 1-4 in ascending order of vertices and edges. A data point in the table consists of a number of vertices in the graph, an initial number of edges, and an update/query sequence size. For each data point, we give an initialization time and an update time, along with their respective standard deviations. We also give the time per operation for each update/query sequence.

### 7.3 Comparison and Analysis

In the course of our experiments, we examined if there was a clear difference in implementations with *dynamic holes* versus *static holes*. We knew that there would be fewer *static holes* than *dynamic holes*, but were not sure if the overhead of maintaining *static holes* would lead to slower performance. Similarly, we knew that mixed block tree data structures should be faster than homogeneous ones due to direct pointers, but did not know if maintaining certain nodes in the block tree differently would be too expensive.

After running all of the implementations, we plotted the results by initial graph density and update/query sequence size (see below). The results show that Implementation IV has the fastest performance and Implementation I is the slowest (see Table 1-4). From the plots, we found that for smaller update/query sequence sizes, the use of *static holes* with the modified disjoint set structure (Implementation III) led to slightly faster performance than Implementation II. However, for larger update/query sequence sizes, the overhead of maintaining both static holes and the modified disjoint sets structure caused Implementation II to overtake Implementation III. As noted above,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># vertices</th>
<th># edges</th>
<th># upds.</th>
<th>init time</th>
<th>std dev</th>
<th>updt time</th>
<th>std dev</th>
<th>time/op.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.010421</td>
<td>0.000963</td>
<td>0.000763</td>
<td>0.000069</td>
<td>0.000015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.009943</td>
<td>0.001014</td>
<td>0.005125</td>
<td>0.000398</td>
<td>0.000010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.009887</td>
<td>0.000634</td>
<td>0.010624</td>
<td>0.000266</td>
<td>0.000005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.014139</td>
<td>0.000211</td>
<td>0.000780</td>
<td>0.000065</td>
<td>0.000016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.014256</td>
<td>0.000445</td>
<td>0.003096</td>
<td>0.000124</td>
<td>0.000006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.014150</td>
<td>0.000245</td>
<td>0.006925</td>
<td>0.000190</td>
<td>0.000003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.018086</td>
<td>0.000283</td>
<td>0.001995</td>
<td>0.000314</td>
<td>0.000020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.018178</td>
<td>0.000320</td>
<td>0.009936</td>
<td>0.000402</td>
<td>0.000010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.018324</td>
<td>0.000863</td>
<td>0.023959</td>
<td>0.001627</td>
<td>0.000005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.026632</td>
<td>0.000555</td>
<td>0.001212</td>
<td>0.000193</td>
<td>0.000012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.026218</td>
<td>0.000295</td>
<td>0.006112</td>
<td>0.000454</td>
<td>0.000006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.026722</td>
<td>0.000552</td>
<td>0.016491</td>
<td>0.001790</td>
<td>0.000003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.089638</td>
<td>0.001414</td>
<td>0.005675</td>
<td>0.000289</td>
<td>0.000011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.088986</td>
<td>0.000327</td>
<td>0.052272</td>
<td>0.000981</td>
<td>0.000010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>0.089720</td>
<td>0.001942</td>
<td>0.146142</td>
<td>0.001224</td>
<td>0.000005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.134579</td>
<td>0.000701</td>
<td>0.004271</td>
<td>0.000201</td>
<td>0.000009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.133818</td>
<td>0.000544</td>
<td>0.032419</td>
<td>0.000461</td>
<td>0.000006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>0.133976</td>
<td>0.000567</td>
<td>0.105393</td>
<td>0.000609</td>
<td>0.000004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.181467</td>
<td>0.000858</td>
<td>0.012411</td>
<td>0.000806</td>
<td>0.000012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>0.179751</td>
<td>0.000733</td>
<td>0.108466</td>
<td>0.001768</td>
<td>0.000011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>70000</td>
<td>0.179690</td>
<td>0.000819</td>
<td>0.339014</td>
<td>0.001950</td>
<td>0.000005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.271756</td>
<td>0.001902</td>
<td>0.008997</td>
<td>0.000464</td>
<td>0.000009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>0.270138</td>
<td>0.001372</td>
<td>0.068564</td>
<td>0.000962</td>
<td>0.000007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>70000</td>
<td>0.270128</td>
<td>0.000890</td>
<td>0.257652</td>
<td>0.004300</td>
<td>0.000004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.366658</td>
<td>0.001150</td>
<td>0.245956</td>
<td>0.000615</td>
<td>0.000012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>0.363703</td>
<td>0.001468</td>
<td>0.216970</td>
<td>0.004684</td>
<td>0.000011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>150000</td>
<td>0.368074</td>
<td>0.014541</td>
<td>0.735804</td>
<td>0.003733</td>
<td>0.000005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.544021</td>
<td>0.002629</td>
<td>0.017049</td>
<td>0.000381</td>
<td>0.000009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>0.541997</td>
<td>0.002191</td>
<td>0.135053</td>
<td>0.001765</td>
<td>0.000007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>150000</td>
<td>0.542366</td>
<td>0.002044</td>
<td>0.575943</td>
<td>0.003541</td>
<td>0.000004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Statistics for test data run with fourth implementation

the use of static holes with the standard disjoint set structure in Implementation IV led to the best performance. However, Implementation II presents a better abstraction of data structures than Implementation IV, since its representation and maintenance of connectivity and disconnectivity is clearly separate.

We also noticed that in Implementation IV, the initialization time improved much more significantly than the update time. With profiling information obtained from the software Program Quantify 2.1 [4], we observed that this discrepancy is explained by the differences in the cost of new_vertex operations across implementations. The use of the standard disjoint set structure in Implementation IV meant that within each new_vertex call, a single memory allocation is made for the vertex node. In the other implementations, each new_vertex call makes three memory allocations, one for the vertex node itself, and two for its disjoint set representations. Since new_vertex operation is only invoked during the initialization, this explanation shows why the initialization time was improved much more than the update time in Implementation IV.

We also made a comparison between our implementations and those of Alberts et al. [1], the only other experimental study of dynamic graph algorithms that we knew of (see Table 5). Our implementations run significantly faster as expected theoretically, since we have shown that our implementation runs in $O(\log n)$ amortized time per update, whereas the asymptotically fastest algorithm tested by Alberts et al. runs in $O(\log^3 n)$ expected time per operation. Alberts et al. maintain only connectivity, while our implementation maintains both connectivity and disconnectivity. However, the algorithms we implemented we incremental, whereas the algorithms tested by Alberts et al. are fully dynamic, and therefore handle edge deletions, which are harder to deal with. Hence it is not surprising that our algorithm runs much faster than the ones tested by Alberts et al.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>vertices</th>
<th>edges</th>
<th>#updt</th>
<th>Alberts</th>
<th>Imp. IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.276*</td>
<td>0.005125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.3588*</td>
<td>0.003096</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Common data points between Alberts et. al and Implementation IV (* normalized time [2])

Plots of Test Results

The plots on the following pages were made from the test data given in Tables 1-4; all graphs have n vertices. On each page, we compare Implementations I-IV for one update/query sequence size (n/10, n, nlnn - 2n) on very sparse and sparse initial graphs.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we have described four implementations of an algorithm for the maintenance of incremental biconnectivity. The algorithm allows insertions of edges and vertices and answers biconnectivity queries, i.e., "given two vertices of a graph, are they in the same biconnected component?" In the course of implementing the algorithm given by [8], we discovered an issue that was not addressed in [8]: the need for deletions in disjoint sets to preserve the efficiency of the algorithm. We modified the standard disjoint set data structure and developed two new concepts in dealing with deletions: dynamic holes and static holes. We have implemented two versions of the algorithm which use dynamic holes and two which use static holes. With both static and dynamic holes, we prove that the performance of the overall block tree data structure with our disjoint set structure is still O(nlog n + m), where n is the number of vertices in the graph and m is the total number of queries and updates. We tested the four implementations extensively and presented the experimental results and analysis.
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